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Abstract
vThe vast majority of explorations of Earth systems are limited in

their ability to effectively explore the most important (often most
difficult) problems because they are forced to interconnect at
the data-element, or syntactic, level rather than at a higher
scientific, or conceptual/ semantic, level.

vRecent successes in the application of complex network theory
and algorithms to minerology, fossils and proteins (and the
basic elements they feature) over billions of years of Earth's
history, raise expectations that more general graph-based
approaches offer the opportunity for new discoveries = needles
instead of haystacks.

vIn the past ~ 10 years in the natural sciences there has
substantial progress in providing both specialists and non-
specialists the ability to describe in machine readable form,
geophysical quantities and relations among them in meaningful
and natural ways, effectively breaking the prior syntax barrier.

vThe corresponding open-world semantics and reasoning
provide higher-level interconnections. Data is embedded in
the network!

vThat is, semantics provided around the data structures, using
open-source tools, allow for discovery at the knowledge level.

vThis presentation covers the fundamentals of data-rich network
analyses for geosciences, provide illustrative examples in
mineral evolution and offer future paths for consideration.

vAnd then: what might be possible?

Data types/ structures

Network Analytics ~ MetricsNetworks

The networks, what they tell us

How Far/Future workSponsors:

Metrics
Local 

(single node)
Global 

(entire network)

• How “important” is one 
node?

• Does one node 
communicate between two 
distinct groups?

• Is the network highly 
interconnected?

• Does the network form 
distinct groups or clusters?

Metrics: Local

Degree is the number of links
connected to a given node.
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Betweenness is a measure of the
number of geodesic paths that pass
through a given node.

Distance is the geodesic (shortest)
between any two nodes.

Metric Igneous Cr Cu
Density 0.64 0.05 0.12

Diameter 2 6 4

Mean Distance 1.36 2.65 1.93

Degree Cent. 0.34 0.33 0.68

Diameter: largest geodesic distance in a network (the 
shortest path between the two most separated nodes)

Mean Distance: average “degree of separation” in a 
network
Density, D, is the no. of links 
divided by the no. of possible links
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Metrics: Global

• Link weights
• Link length, width, color, shape
• Values can be assigned to edges as 
weights to the relationship between 2 
nodes

“v1” “v2”

“v3” “v4”

“e2” (5)

“e1”§ A network is a graph, G = ( V, E )
• V: set of labeled vertices (v1, …vn)
• E: set of labeled edges (e1, …en)

§ Node attributes
• Node shape, size, color
• Can represent attributes in the 

data

Chromium Mineral Network

Groups : Walktrap Community 
DetectionGroups correspond 
to Paragenetic Mode

Trilobite Co-occurrence NetworkCarbon Minerals – Locality Bipartite Network

• Network renderings of large datasets allow us to 
detect trends and patterns that may not be readily 
apparent.

• Applying network analysis methods allows us to 
characterize and quantify relationships across 
multiple dimensions.

• Network visualizations and analyses are 
applicable to data from many different domains.

• Future: Currently exploring: tripartite networks, 3-
D networks, Virtual Reality renderings, and multi-
network evolution, multiplex networks.

• How far?: Visual analyses are limited by human 
cognitive load; networks must be built incrementally. 
Need:  phase space for network metrics.
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